Every Thursday, 11:10 AM, APB 3105

Presentation & discussion of one paper

Staff papers voted on using a Condorcet scheme
  - Simple version: Mark your preferred paper with an “x“
  - Advanced version: Rank the papers (“+“, “ ”, “-“)

Mailing List (paper-reading-group@os.inf.tu-dresden.de)

Usually: Pizza
Rules

- Pick one paper
  - *Explore* field of research by following related work
  - *Present* research field in 75 minutes talk
  - *Write* 8 page survey paper

- Pick own topic and write a paper suitable for *workshop submission*
Pick one paper

- Explore field of research by following related work
- Present research field in 75 minutes talk
- Write 8 page survey paper

Pick own topic and write a paper suitable for *workshop submission*
Attendance and participation in all paper discussions
One paper presentation per student
Pick a paper related to systems research (suggestions on the website)
15–30 minute presentation
   • In English
   • Convey the main findings of the paper
   • Extra knowledge (related work) may be helpful
   • Prepare questions/issues for discussion
   • optional: Hand in your slides one week in advance to get advice
→ Choose a few papers you would like to present until next week
For papers you do not present:

- Write a paper summary
  - Explain what you understood (motivation, goals, main ideas/concepts)
  - Raise questions/issues
  - Mention things you liked/disliked

- Use your own words, **DO NOT COPY** from the paper!

- Be concise

- Send to prg-summary@os.inf.tu-dresden.de as plain text

- Deadline: day before the meeting (Wednesday noon)